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In 2015,  
FrEnch bAnks publIshEd 

For ThE FIrsT TImE kEy 
InFormATIon  

on ThEIr AcTIvITIEs, 
WhIch IncludEd  

ThE TAxEs ThEy pAy  
In ThE counTrIEs  

In WhIch ThEy opErATE.

CCFD-Terre Solidaire, Oxfam France and Secours Catholique – Caritas 

France, in partnership with the Plateforme Paradis Fiscaux et Judiciaires 

[tax and legal havens platform] analysed this information in detail. By  

focussing their investigation on the activities of the five biggest French banks, 

this led them to the heart of tax havens. The investigation demonstrates 

the important, unique role played by these territories in the international  

activities of the top French banks. It also confirms that transparency must 

be extended to all sectors of the economy in order to combat tax avoidance.
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What are the banks up to in tax havens? Since the financial crisis in 2008, 
this question has been regularly asked as tax avoidance and evasion*1 
scandals have filled the press time and time again.

First of all, concerns have arisen about the way banks use tax havens for the same purposes 
as other multinationals – they can artificially transfer profits made in the countries where 
they actually operate to reduce their tax bill. Some scandals, like Swissleaks* which broke 
in February 2015, demonstrate that banks can also use tax havens to allow their customers 
to cheat the tax authorities. Others, like the collapse of the UK’s Northern Rock bank in 

20072 show how banks use these territories’ lack of transparency to avoid 
their regulatory obligations.Such practices could not exist without legal and 
administrative facilities, minimal tax rates* and the lack of transparency 
inherent in tax havens. Importantly, tax havens aren’t for tax purposes only. 
To be precise we ought to speak consistently of tax, legal and regulatory 
havens*. 

Each of these practices has serious consequences. With regards to tax, it 
means hundreds of billions of euros go unpaid to the treasuries of coun-
tries in the North as well as the South. This vast amount of money is vital 
for funding public services, infrastructure and social services as well as 
redistributing wealth in order to reduce growing inequality. According to a 
recent parliamentary report3, France loses between €40 and €60 billion in tax 

revenue each year, which is almost equivalent to the national education budget, one of the 
top budget areas of 20154. In addition to the countries in the North, it must be emphasised 
that developing countries are particularly affected by tax evasion and avoidance. A recent 
IMF study5 revealed that the loss of tax revenue due to tax evasion by large corporations 
is proportionately 30% greater in developing countries than in the OECD. With regards to 
regulation, the consequences are just as serious. Banks are allowed to avoid their regula-
tory obligations by being permitted to vastly exceed normal prudential ratios*. Regulatory 
havens* seriously endanger the international financial system.

counTry-by-counTry rEporTInG - 
rEmovInG ThE FIrsT ImpEnETrAblE vEIl
Until 2015, there was no way of establishing with any certainty that this behaviour, 
occasionally under the media spotlight, was common practice.  

All that could be done was register the widespread presence of banks in tax havens, speculate 
about why they selected these locations and reflect on vague responses; that they had set up 
there, as elsewhere, “for business reasons” and “to serve local customers”6. An impenetrable 
veil protected their international activities, as is the case today for large multinationals.In 
2013, following the widespread involvement of civil society, a first step towards transpar-
ency* was made. French and European banks are now required to publish information on 
their activities (profits and turnover*), staff, tax paid and subsidies received in each territory 
in which they are established, including tax havens7.

InTroducTIon

* 1 All references are to be found at the end of the report. Words marked with an asterisk are defined in the glossary in appendix.

With regards to tax,  
it means hundreds  
of billions of euros  

go unpaid to the treasuries  
of countries  
in the North  

as well as the South.
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The purpose of such country-by-country reporting* -  a key means by which to  combat tax 
avoidance -  is to allow everyone to know if banks are really operating in tax haven territories, 
or if they are using them to offshore profits artificially, to avoid tax or to manage certain 
high risk assets* and thus avoid their regulatory obligations.

TAx hAvEns - sTIll AT ThE hEArT  
oF bAnkInG sTrATEGy
In 2015, for the first time, banks published full country-by-country reporting on their 
activities for 2014 in their annual reports. .

CCFD-Terre Solidaire, Oxfam France and Secours Catholique – Caritas France, in partnership 
with the Plateforme Paradis Fiscaux et Judiciaires8 [tax and legal havens platform] (PPFJ) 
analysed the data for the five biggest French banks. This investigation followed a previous 
report9 on the initial information the banks published in 2014 (see box). Newly released 
information (of profits and taxes) allows us to produce new indicators that confirm our 
initial hypothesis – not only are tax havens at the heart of French international banking, 
but how the banks use them is very  specific. 
The information shows that  French banks 
make  a third of their profits in overseas tax 
havens, yet they only represent a quarter 
of their reported international business, a 
fifth of their taxes and just a sixth of their 
employees*. These figures alone show the 
disconnection between the territories in 
which banks operate and have staff, and 
those from which they derive their profits.

Abroad,  
French banks make

1/3  
of their profits  
in tax havens  

while they only represent 

 1/4  
of their activity,  

1/5  
of their tax and  

1/6  
of their employees. 
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6 IndIcATors 
ThAT unvEIl bAnks 

In TAx hAvEns

The report identifi es 6 indicators, 
derived from published data, which support the following premise – 

banks are using tax havens for tax and regulatory avoidance:

FrENCH BANkS DEClArE A THIrD 
oF THEIr INTErNATIoNAl ProFITS IN TAx HAvENS

Luxembourg on its own represents 11% of banks’ 
international profi ts. 

THE ACTIvITIES oF THE FIvE FrENCH BANkS 
ArE 60% MorE ProFITABlE IN TAx HAvENS THAN 

IN THE rEST oF THE WorlD
Société Générale is the most “profi table” – for a comparable 

amount of business, its activity in tax havens brings 
in four times as much as from other countries.

EMPloyEES ArE 2.6 TIMES AS ProDUCTIvE 
IN TAx HAvENS AS IN oTHEr CoUNTrIES

The work of a BPCE employee in Ireland brings in €1.8 
million which is 31 times as much as the average bank 
employee in the other countries in which it operates.

THE rISkIEST AND MoST SPECUlATIvE 
ACTIvITIES ArE AlWAyS loCATED 

IN TAx HAvENS
Nothing seems to have changed 

since the fi nancial crisis of 2008.

EFFECTIvE TAx rATE oF FrENCH BANkS 
IN TAx HAvENS IS HAlF oF AvErAGE 

TAx rATE IN oTHEr CoUNTrIES
In 19 instances, French banks did not pay
 a single euro in tax despite their profi ts.

THE STUDy oF THE DATA rElEASED 
By THE BANkS IS CoMPlEx 

BECAUSE oF THE DEGrEE oF INTErPrETATIoN 
PErMITTED By lEGISlATIoN

TAX

TAX
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WhAT conclusIons cAn WE drAW?
How can we explain such specific activity by banks in tax havens  
as demonstrated by the various indicators in this report?  
Several possibilities can be put forward:

  First of all, banks can artificially shift their profits* from one subsidiary* to another 
(in a tax haven) to reduce their tax. This technique, highlighted by recent scandals (such 
as IKEA10 and MacDonald’s11) is commonly used by multinationals. It allows them to 
reduce their tax base in countries where the bulk of their business takes place. The 
result is that companies declare astonishingly small profits in countries where they do 
huge levels of business. Profits reported in tax havens are then completely out of propor-
tion to the business opportunities they actually represent for the company. This is 
described as a disconnection between reported profits and actual business activity. This 
piece of sleight of hand, which was up, to now, suspected of banks though it could not 
be proved, now appears highly probable thanks to the production of country-by-country 

accountancy data. It shows how obsolete the corporate taxation sys-
tem is. Each entity is considered as independent from the rest of 
the group for tax purposes. Yet it is these intra-group relationships 
that permit profit transfers* and ultimately a potential tax avoidance 
strategy.

  Banks can also operate as middlemen and facilitate tax avoid-
ance for their customers, both private and commercial, through 
the services they offer in their tax havens, which was the case 
in the UBS12 and HSBC13 scandals. Their widespread presence 
in tax havens is likely to mask an even greater exploitation of 
these offshore territories* by major companies and 
individuals.

  The lack of transparency prevalent in tax havens can allow banks 
to avoid their regulatory obligations and conduct highly lucra-
tive or speculative and high-risk business, unrelated to  the real 
economy. The financial sector resorts to these activities because 
it is not systematically subjected to the rules of financial pru-
dence applied in other countries (such as accounting transpar-
ency and capital ratios* appropriate to credit or speculative 
activities)14.The crisis of 2008 uncovered the central role played 
by tax havens hosting the highest risk of business operations.

What are banks doing  
in tax havens:  

Do they artificially  
shift their profits  

to reduce their tax?  
Do their facilitate  

their clients’  
tax avoidance?  
Do they dodge  

their regulatory 
 obligations?
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mEThodoloGy
The information used in this report was taken from the 2014 annual reports  
published in 2015 by the top five French banking groups - BNP Paribas, groupe BPCE, 
Société Générale, Crédit Agricole and Crédit Mutuel-CIC15. 

In accordance with the fourth European directive of 26 June 201316 on capital requirements 
and the French banking law of 26 July 201317, financial institutions published data on their 
activities in each country in which they are based. This provision, known as public country-
by-country reporting, includes:

  The names of the establishments and the nature of their activities.

  The net banking income (equivalent to turnover).

  Staff, expressed as full time equivalent. 

  Profit or loss before tax.

  Tax paid.

  Public Subsidies received.

Indicators were calculated and compared on the basis of this compiled and aggregated 
information (shown in detail under each indicator and in the appendix). This permitted a 
comparison between tax havens and the rest of the world. Countries classified as being tax, 
regulatory and legal havens were taken from the list produced by the Tax Justice Network 
(TJN) with the exception of the USA, the UK and Portugal which were removed for the pur-
poses of this investigation (see appendix 2). The terms “offshore territory” and “tax haven” 
are used interchangeably in the report.

The full methodology is shown in appendix 1.
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ThE ImporTAncE oF TAx TrAnspArEncy
Public country-by-country reporting - an indispensable prerequisite  
in combatting tax evasion

For over ten years, public country-by-country reporting has been a central demand of civil 
society organizations involved in combating tax avoidance by multinationals. For compa-
nies, this implies publishing detailed accounting data of their activities in each territory in 
which they operate. This measure is essential to check if the geographic spread of profits 
reflects the real nature of its business activity reported in each territory. It is then possible 
to determine whether or not the tax paid genuinely represents a fair amount of what com-
panies ought to be paying in each country. Where it applies, the disconnection between 

reported profits and actual business activity can highlight the improper use of 
tax havens to avoid tax or particular regulatory requirements. Not all activities 
in tax havens are, a priori, reprehensible. Thanks to greater transparency about 
their activities, we can distinguish between “real”, justified activities and those 
that are not genuine.

Public country by country reporting and public access to this information 
achieves three objectives:

   It dissuades companies from offshoring their profits improperly and 
artificially,

  It ensures that all tax authorities, including those in developing countries, 
have access to the data. If reporting is not made public as advised by the 
OECD, there is a definite risk that developing countries will be unable to 
access the data18,

  It allows investors, customers or company employees to better measure 
the risks the group could be exposed to (such as geopolitical, legal and 
financial). 

Transparency on its way – the need to extend public  
reporting to every sector 

French MPs were the first to introduce country-by-country reporting for French banks under 
the 2013 banking law, which then facilitated the adoption of similar requirements19 by 
the European Union for all European banks20. After an initial exercise where just three 
categories were required (see box), French banks published all country-by-country report-
ing information for the first time in 2015. This covered their subsidiaries, profit, turnover, 
staff, tax paid and subsidies received for each country in which they operate. This second 
reporting exercise by French banks proves that transparency is possible, and doesn’t involve 
exorbitant costs or threatens banking competitiveness. This view was confirmed by a Price-
WaterhouseCoopers’ impact study carried out for the European Commission. It concluded 
that the costs associated with reporting would be negligible and that transparency would 
even have a positive influence on investor confidence and banking competitiveness21. Civil 
society had long been demanding access to specific country-by-country accounting data. 
Since this measure has been applied, the work of the PPFJ22 proves that this information is 
essential in clarifying companies’ activities in tax havens.The requirement is now to extend 

Subsidiaries  
and activities

Net Banking Income

Staff

Profit

Taxes

Public subsidies

 INForMATIoN rEqUIrED  

FroM EU BANkS IN THEIr PUBlIC  

CoUNTry-By-CoUNTry rEPorTING

2014     2015
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this obligation to every sector of the economy. The proliferation of tax avoid-
ance scandals affecting major multinationals shows this is not a practice 
confined to one sector, so we need to act quickly. Publishing information 
is essential in dissuading companies from avoiding tax, guaranteeing that 
all the tax authorities involved have access to information and permitting 
public oversight. However in November 2015, the G20 and OECD countries 
adopted a non-public reporting obligation applying to companies with a  
turnover of over €750 billion, covering 10-15% of multinationals23. Yet at the 
same time, the European Parliament adopted an amendment in favour of 
public reporting in its shareholder rights directive24, reaffirming its support 
for public reporting on three separate occasions in 201525. European-level 
negotiations on adopting this directive are, however, suspended until the 
publication of an impact study by the European Commission, expected in 
April 2016, which should then be followed by a European proposal8. French 
MPs also showed their support for public reporting for all sectors by voting 
for it twice last December, before the bill was eventually rejected as the 
result of a political move in government26.

The stakes are high, since extension of this disposition would finally allow the public, 
investors and public bodies to have a more precise understanding of the business activities 
of large companies in tax havens and ensure that these companies pay the tax due in the 
countries in which they have real activities. 

F
or two consecutive years, the organizations in the 

Plateforme Paradis Fiscaux et Judiciaires (PPFJ) have 

examined the country-by-country accounts reported 

by the top five French banks (BNP Paribas, BPCE, 

Crédit Agricole, Crédit Mutuel-CIC and Société Géné-

rale). At the time of the first analysis of this type, published in 

November 201427 in accordance with the banking law which 

was applied in two stages, the banks only divulged three of the 

six categories of information that now make up public country-

by-country reporting (subsidiaries, turnover and staffing). The 

new data published in 2015 allow us to develop our analysis in 

new areas, but the comparison with last year already confirms 

the conclusions of the first report.

A quarter of French International banking business is from 

“haven” countries

In 2014, the first PPFJ report stressed that a quarter of French 

banks’ business activities took place in tax havens. In 2015 

this proportion stayed the same, with French banks reporting 

a total turnover of €13.5 billion in these territories (from an 

international turnover of €53 billion). 

A third of foreign subsidiaries are located in tax havens

In 2014, the banks reported 577 subsidiaries in tax havens (out 

of 1,859 outside France). In 2015, there were 641 (out of 1,854). 

This still represents a third of all their foreign subsidiaries.

THE ACTIvITIES oF FrENCH BANkS IN TAx HAvENS  
CArry oN BETWEEN 2014 AND 2015

The requirement  
is now to extend  

this obligation to every  
sector of the economy.  
The proliferation of tax 

avoidance scandals  
affecting major  

multinationals shows 
 this is not a practice  

confined to one sector,  
so we need  

to act quickly.
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I
n  2015, French banks reported almost €5 billion in profi ts in tax havens, which is a 
third of their international profi ts (€15.3 billion). This fi gure confi rms that tax havens 
play a key role in their international development strategy. However, they do not men-
tion the assets held by individuals and companies in tax havens, nor the fi nancial fl ows 
transiting these territories.

BNP Paribas and Société Générale are the banks with the biggest profi ts, in absolute terms, 
located in offshore jurisdictions* (2.4 and 1.3 billion respectively). However it is Crédit 
Mutuel-CIC that has the highest proportion of international profi ts reported in tax havens 
(44%), bearing in mind that it has the smallest international presence of the fi ve banks being 
studied. BPCE is the least visible since tax havens represent a proportion of international 
activity that is 3 to 4 times lower than other banks.

Indicator                   1

THE 6 INDICATORS THAT UNVEIL THE FRENCH BANKS’ USE OF TAX HAVENS:

oFFshorInG proFITs 

Is common prAcTIcE

A third of French banks’ 

international profi ts 

are located in tax havens
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lU
xEMBoUrG

BElGIUM

HoNG koNG

SINGAPorE

IrElAND

€1.7 md

€1.66 md

€436 million

€346 million

€272 millionToP 5 
oF FrENCH BANkS

FAvorITE TAx HAvENS  (2014)

Tax havens with no palm trees

With more than €1.7 billion of reported profi ts, Luxembourg is the favourite destination 
of the 34 tax havens in which French banks have a presence. In Europe, Belgium (1.66 bil-
lion), Ireland (272 million), and the Netherlands (189 million); and in Asia, Hong Kong (436 
million) and Singapore (346 million) are also favourites of the French groups’ international 
strategies28.

Apart from Hong Kong, none of the above countries appear in the list of 30 offshore territo-
ries published by the European Commission in June 2015 even though they offer countless 
opportunities for avoiding taxation29. The validity of the list of jurisdictions that member 
states consider as “uncooperative” is seriously questionable. When it published its external 

strategy for effective taxation on 28 January 
2016, the European Commission announced 
its desire to draw up a new list30 based on 
its own criteria. However it cannot get round 
the question of including European countries 
in this list. Four of the top ten tax havens 
where French banks reported profi ts are in 
fact European member states31.

  INTErNATIoNAl ProFITS

 ProFITS IN TAx HAvENS 

    ProPorTIoN 
oF INTErNATIoNAl 
ProFITS rEPorTED IN TAx 
HAvENS (%)

BrEAkDoWN oF INTErNATIoNAl AND TAx HAvEN-DErIvED 
BANkING ProFITS AS A PErCENTAGE (2014)

6.892 (€ MIllIoN)

BNP PArIBAS
2.432 (€ MIllIoN)

35.3 %

BPCE

1.344 (€ MIllIoN) 160 (€ MIllIoN)

11.9 %

SoCIéTé GéNérAlE

1.327 (€ MIllIoN)4.010 (€ MIllIoN)

33.1 %

652 (M€)
287 (€ MIllIoN)

44 %
 CréDIT MUTUEl-CIC

CréDIT AGrIColE

2.451 (€ MIllIoN)
701 (€ MIllIoN)

28.6 %
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A
ppearances can be deceptive. While the heavenly 

small islands (the Bahamas, the Cayman islands, the 

British Virgin Islands, Jersey, Guernsey, etc) are the 

typical offshore territories in the mind of the gen-

eral public, they are in reality only the palm groves 

concealing the forest. Take for 

example the dominant position of 

Luxembourg in French banking. 

Following France and the USA, 

the Grand Duchy is in third place 

amongst the countries in which 

French banks make the highest 

profits; specifically, 6% of total 

profits and 11% of international 

profits. Another astonishing fact 

is that Luxembourg alone repre-

sents ⅓ of all profits reported in tax havens and hosts 23 % 

of French banks’ tax haven subsidiaries. Given the 563,000 

inhabitants in this mini state32, these figures justify such an 

investigation into how banks obtain such results.Luxembourg 

is renowned for its benign regulatory and tax regime applied 

to the finance industry and multinationals. It is the number 

one centre for private banking and asset management in the 

Eurozone (managing €800 billion) and the second centre in 

the world for investment funds (€2,500 billion in assets)33. 

The country overflows in facilities and mechanisms that are 

favourable to multinationals – a low taxation of dividends34, a 

preferential regime for taxing profits on intellectual property35 

(known as “patent boxes”) and tax rulings*, such agreements 

being reached directly on a case-

by-case basis between top 

companies and governments. 

Tax rulings are not exclusive to 

Luxembourg, as this practise was 

brought to light in the “Luxleaks”* 

affair. Amongst others, BNP Par-

ibas, BPCE and Crédit Agricole 

benefited from it36. Luxembourg 

has wanted to demonstrate a 

desire to reform, especially dur-

ing the second semester of 2015 when it held the presidency 

of the EU Council. Nonetheless, it continues to represent 12% 

of the offshore financial services market and is ranked 6th 

amongst the world’s least transparent jurisdictions according 

to the Financial Secrecy Index of the Tax Justice Network37. The 

legal proceedings taken by the Luxembourg authorities against 

Antoine Deltour, the former PwC employee and source of the 

Luxleaks, show that this culture of secrecy persists.

lUxEMBoUrG: A TAx HAvEN lEADING EUroPE 

Following France and the USA,  
the Grand Duchy is in third place  

amongst the countries  
in which French banks make  

the highest profits.
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T
he in-depth analysis that country-by-country reporting allows for, clearly shows 
the gap between tax havens and other territories. The activities of the top fi ve 
French banks are, on average, 60% more profi table in tax havens than in other 
countries. This profi tability rate* means that for the same turnover (or the same 
amount of business), profi ts from banking activities in tax havens are 1.6 times 
higher than in the rest of the world. In other words, for a turnover of €1,000, 

French banks earn €362 in tax havens compared to €227 in other countries.  With the same 
level of turnover, profi ts made in France would be €205. That is to say profi ts in tax heavens 
would be 1.8 times as high as in France.

Indicator                   2

THE 6 INDICATORS THAT UNVEIL THE FRENCH BANKS’ USE OF TAX HAVENS:

TurnInG ovEr 

ThE proFITs

Business is 60% 

more profi table 

in tax havens

60%
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The variation between banks shows further results. Société Générale is the 
bank showing the greatest variation in profitability between tax havens and 
other countries. For the same volume of business, its activity in tax havens 
brings four times as much benefits as in other countries. Compared with 
business operations in France, the gap is even greater for the same level 
of production; the activities of Crédit Agricole and Société Générale are, 
respectively, 19 and 16 times as profitable in tax havens than in France.

It must however be emphasised that Crédit Mutuel-CIC and BPCE stand out 
in this area. The profitability rate is lowest for BPCE, and Crédit Mutuel-CIC 
is the only bank with a profitability rate lower in tax havens than in other 
countries. This may be explained by the fact that the Crédit Mutuel-CIC group 

has the lowest involvement in corporate and investment banking, especially compared to 
the other four French groups38.
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Such averages, covering all territories, hide large disparities between coun-
tries. For example in Ireland, the activities of Société Générale generate 
profits that are 18 times as great as in other countries and 76 times as high 
as in France.

How is it possible for the finance industry to earn margins that are system-
atically higher in tax havens? Where do such disparities in profitability 
between entities in the same group come from? Specialisation of banking 
activities by country may partially explain these differences. Tax havens host 
fewer retail banks* than other countries and specialise in highly financialised 
and more profitable activities 
(see indicator 5).

These figures also confirm 
suspicions around profits 
being shifted artificially 
as previously indicated by 
the Tax Justice Network’s 
expert, Richard Murphy, 
when he performed similar 
calculations on data from 
the top 28 European banks 
for a report submitted by the 
Greens/European Free Alli-
ance to the European Parlia-
ment in July 201539. 

These suspicions appear all the more real when the volume of business (or 
turnover) is equivalent to the profits produced. This situation arose 6 times 
in 2014 with BPCE, Crédit Agricole and Crédit Mutuel-CIC in the Cayman 
Islands, Société Générale in Cyprus and Bermuda, and BPCE in Malta. Do 
banks have no outgoings or operational costs in these territories where they 
make such profits? Is it artificially shifting profits to the territory in question? 
Or are they exploiting the relaxed regulations offered by these jurisdictions 
to indulge in speculative and risky but very profitable activities? The dis-
connection between profits generated and real economic activity in the tax 
havens then becomes quite evident. 
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on average, there are a 2.6 times less employees in tax havens… 

Another element distinguishing tax havens from other countries is the number of employees 
per subsidiary. It turns out there are three times less employees in a tax haven subsidiary 
than in other countries. This gap can be much bigger for certain banks. For example BPCE 
has almost 8 times fewer employees per subsidiary in tax havens than in other countries. 
Some subsidiaries even operate without a single employee. In 34 cases40, banks report sub-
sidiaries in offshore territories without any staff. In fi ve countries (the Bahamas, Cyprus, the 
Cayman Islands, the Isle of Man and Malta), French banks have no employees. The “shell  
award” goes to the Cayman Islands. In total, the fi ve French banks have 16 subsidiaries there 
but none have reported any employee. Not even BNPP, though it reports two retail banks 
or Crédit Agricole that reported profi ts of €35 million. Some banks explain this situation 
by saying that the employees are in the USA41. How can a subsidiary be entirely managed 
from overseas? What is the point of having a subsidiary in a tax haven if it is not to exploit 
the regulatory and tax facilities? The Cayman Islands and Bermuda are renowned for the 
ease with which banks can set up special purpose vehicles*, in other words shell companies 
that can be used to take on excessive debt without it appearing on the group’s accounts42. 
Financial analysts and the public are therefore given a limited picture of the risks the bank 
is taking and, moreover, the dangers it is placing on  the entire economy.
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... but they are at least 2.6 times as productive 

The lack of human resources in tax havens, together with the huge profits reported in these 
territories, demonstrates a further feature of tax havens – a level of productivity per employee 
2.6 times as great as that of other countries where they operate. Far from proving a genuine 
difference in ability between employees, the evidence of this indicator further emphasises 
the unique nature of activities in tax havens.

Thus, while the work of an employee generates €43,000 in profits in France, the Irish 
employee’s output generates €685,000 – almost 16 times as much.

A bank-by-bank calculation of productivity ratios* shows an even greater gap between tax 
havens and other countries. With the exception of Crédit Mutuel-CIC (for reasons similar 
to those explained under indicator 2, such as  limited exposure to corporate banking) it is 
clear that employees in tax havens “bring in” higher profits than their bank’s employees 

AvErAGE ProDUCTIvITy PEr EMPloyEE For All BANkS AND PEr CoUNTry GroUP  
IN THE ToP FIvE TAx HAvENS (2014)
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working in other countries. Société Générale comes out on top since its employees “bring 
in” almost 12 times as much profit in tax havens as in other countries, and 39 times as 
much as in France. Crédit Agricole employees bring in almost 36 times as much profit in 
tax heavens as their colleagues in France.

Offshore tax havens do not constitute a homogeneous group of territories and 
there are many reasons for banks to establish themselves there. While banks 
do not beat productivity records in all jurisdictions sometimes considered 
as tax, legal and regulatory havens,  the profits produced per employee in 
certain countries are nevertheless astonishing, particularly in Ireland (see 
appendix 5, the list of the most productive employees). 

Société Générale  
employees “bring in”  

almost  
12 times  
as much profit  
in tax havens  

as in other countries, and  
39 times  

as much as in France.
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I
reland wins hands down when 

it comes to the country with the 

most productive employees. The 

BPCE group employee in Ireland is 

31 times as productive the bank’s 

average employee,  

He generates €1.778 

million on his own in 

a single year. He is 

followed by the BNP 

Paribas and Crédit 

Agricole employ-

ees, again both in 

Ireland, who bring 

in €845,000 and 

€596,000 respec-

tively. Note the fact 

that the productivity 

of the Irish Crédit Agricole employee 

is thus 147 times as great as that of 

the French employee – a performance 

that gives pause for thought.

These figures do not necessarily mean 

that the skills of Irish labour force are 

better than that of other countries, 

rather it highlights the country’s par-

ticular regulatory and tax regime.

Ireland has been used in the past for 

tax avoidance purposes. The country 

offers one of the lowest taxation on 

profits in Europe (12.5%), significant 

tax-breaks for Research and Devel-

opment (R&D), intellectual property 

and intangible assets, in addition to 

a highly advantageous treatment of 

holding companies*43.Ireland has also 

instituted legal provisions renowned 

for their flexibility regarding high 

risk market activi-

ties44 which, when 

compared to the 

number of employ-

ees, would appear to 

be extremely lucra-

tive. Consequently, 

Ireland faci l itates 

the establishment 

of companies often 

known as “special 

purpose vehicles” 

(SPVs) that al low 

banks to indulge in highly leveraged* 

and extremely lucrative deals. Steps 

by Ireland in recent times to coun-

teract tax avoidance include begin-

ning the phasing out of the Double-

Irish structures, publishing a spillover 

analysis on the effects of the Irish 

tax system on developing countries 

and introducing country-by-country 

reporting (though this reporting will 

not be made publicly available). How-

ever, Ireland is considering some new 

tax reforms that might put at risk this 

progress, replacing one loophole by 

another.

AND THE EMPloyEE oF THE yEAr AWArD 
GoES To… BPCE STAFF IN IrElAND

The BPCE  
group employee  

in Ireland is  
31 times as 

productive the 
bank’s average 

employee
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I
t is well known that since the crisis of 2008, offshore tax havens account for most 
financial innovation and speculation. Any examination of banking activities in the 
various territories where they have set up shows that tax havens continue to stand out 
because of the types of activity they permit compared with other countries. In contrast 
to normal retail banking, most corporate and investment banking* are concentrated 
in tax havens due to the tax regulatory and prudential incentives offered for such 

activities. These include operations that are highly financialised and extremely lucrative 
such as structured financing* or investment management.  It is noticeable that, proportion-
ately, there are relatively few retail banks. This fact confirms the tendency identified during 
the last financial crisis that tax havens – at least for French banks – continue to host complex, 
non-transparent financial activities45. It is vital to know what kind of operations banks are 
undertaking in tax havens. This provides an additional criterion with which to judge whether 
or not banks have set up in tax havens for reasons other than those applicable in other 
countries. Banks  insist that they are carrying out “genuine financial activities46” in these 
territories or that they are there for local customers.
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It is important to note that in the absence 
of a breakdown in similar activities by the 
five banks, analysis is difficult. Some banks 
like BPCE, break their activities down into 
87 different categories, while others like 
Crédit Agricole only specify five (local bank-
ing, savings and assurance management, 
specialised financial services, corporate 
and investment banking and non-core busi-
ness). In these circumstances, comparison 
or drawing general conclusions becomes impossible. Nevertheless, on a bank-by-bank and 
case-by-case basis, we have been able to identify the following trends – a different range of 
activities in tax havens compared to other countries, particularly regarding retail banking.

very few, if any, retail banks in tax havens

For instance, Crédit Agricole only lists seven 
retail banking entities among its 159 sub-
sidiaries in tax havens, which is four times 
less than in other countries47. It also needs 
to be pointed out that of the 60 subsidiar-
ies of French banks in Ireland, there is only 
one retail bank. Some activities appear to 
be exclusively carried out in tax havens. It 
is even possible to see  a degree of ‘speciali-
sation’ per offshore territory, demonstrated 
through the type of tax or regulatory facili-
ties on offer in each territory.

Tax havens specialised in high-risk trading

75% of BNP Paribas’ Irish subsidiaries (15 
of 20) specialise in corporate and invest-
ment banking*, including trading*. Such a 
large presence does not appear to be solely 
related to the financial needs of the Irish 
economy. The motive is the tax, regulatory 
and prudential facilities Ireland offers48. 
BPCE’s nine subsidiaries specialising in 
structured financing are all located in 
tax havens (Ireland, the Cayman Islands, 
Malta, Mauritius and Singapore).

Countries specialising in asset management  
and private banking

Tax havens are home to over half of BNPP’s subsidiaries that specialise in wealth manage-
ment. All Crédit Mutuel-CIC’s Swiss and Bahamian subsidiaries specialise in asset manage-
ment* and private banking, while three out of BNPP’s four Jersey subsidiaries specialise 
in investment solutions.

of the  
60 subsidiaries  
of French banks in Ireland, 

there is  
only one  

retail bank

Parmi les  
60 filiales  

des banques françaises en 
Irlande, on ne compte  

qu’1 seule  
banque de détail

Crédit Agricole  
only lists  

7 retail banking  
entities among its  

159  
subsidiaries  

in tax haven

75% of bnp 
paribas’ 

subsidiaries  
based in Ireland specialise  

in corporate  
and investment banking, 

including trading
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D
ue to country-by-country reporting, it can be con-

firmed that BNPP operates a high level of retail 

banking in Belgium, with over 16,000 employees. It 

produces 18% of its total profits and pays 18% of 

its taxes. The presence of BNPP in Belgium appears 

partly justified in view of its retail banking even if Belgium is 

considered a tax haven because of its tax exemption on capital 

earnings. Similarly, Crédit Mutuel-CIC mostly owns retail banks 

and has over 1,700 employees. The same connection cannot 

be drawn when examining the activities of other banks. The 

Belgian example demonstrates the importance of publishing 

high-quality country-by-country data. It avoids the trap of over-

simplification, provides clarity about the activities of banks in 

different territories, and can reassure shareholders, customers 

and investors. 

TrANSPArENCy  
DISPElS DoUBTS ABoUT  

BNPP’S ACTUAl BUSINESS  
IN BElGIUM

It is quite clear that tax havens host different types of banking activities to other territories. 
The proportion of trading, especially securitization* and structured financing again raises 
the question of whether these territories are being used for tax and regulatory avoidance. 
If a presence in tax havens allows the banks to avoid tax themselves or for their customers, 
it is likely that they are also used by banks to avoid their regulatory obligations, especially 
by setting up vehicles for managing high-risk assets (as shown in the box). Their role in the 
banking crisis must not be forgotten. The collapse of Lehman Brothers, Bear Stearns and 
Northern Rock, Bernard Madoff’s Ponzi scheme, as well as the Enron and Clearstream affairs 
all demonstrated the links between these companies and the complex financial instruments 
in tax havens49.

How else can such activity be explained in tax havens if it is not to exploit their regulatory 
facilities to avoid paying tax,  take secretive risks, or to ensure the growth of hedge funds*?
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I
n 2015, for the fi rst time, banks had to divulge the tax they pay on their profi ts for each 
country in which they operate. A stark difference could be seen between tax havens 
and other countries. In the former, French banks paid on average 16.8% tax on earn-
ings while in the latter, tax was 30%. Société Générale and Crédit Mutuel-CIC paid the 
lowest effective tax rate* with an average of 13.6% in tax havens. However the many 
obstacles to calculating effective tax rates (see box) tend to vastly overestimate the tax 

paid by banks in tax havens.

The havens where banks pay little or no tax

The variation in tax rates between tax havens and other countries can be partly explained 
by the various jurisdictions where banks do not pay a single euro in tax, whether that is 
due to local legislation (such as the Bahamas, Bermudas, Guernsey) or not (as in the case 
of Société Générale in Cyprus and Ireland). In the latter case, this means that banks receive 
tax breaks in these territories. This occurred 19 times within tax haven territories50.

Even in countries with a very low statutory tax rate, banks do not always pay as much tax on 
earnings as they should. For example, they pay 5% of their earnings in Hong Kong despite 
the offi cial rate being nearly 17%. It is a similar situation in Ireland where only BNPP pays 
the legal rate of 12.5%, whereas BPCE pays around 6% tax, Crédit Agricole 4 % and Société 
Générale 0 %.

Indicator                   5
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NB: CréDIT MUTUEl-CIC DoES NoT FEATUrE IN THE TABlE BECAUSE IT HAS No oPErATIoNS IN EITHEr CoUNTry

EFFECTIvE TAx rATE For BNPP

STATUTory TAx rATE 12.5 %16.5 %

EFFECTIvE TAx rATE For BPCE

12.5 %0 %

EFFECTIvE TAx rATE 
For CréDIT AGrIColE

6 %4 %

4 %15.8 %

EFFECTIvE TAx rATE  
For SoCIéTé GéNérAlE 0 %8.2 %

HoNG koNG IrElAND

ovErAll 8.5 %4.4 %

DIFFErENCE BETWEEN STATUTory AND EFFECTIvE TAx rATES 
IN HoNG koNG AND IrElAND (2014)

Effective tax rate  

of French banks in tax 

havens is half of average 

tax rate in other countries

C
alculating the effective tax rate, the tax contribution 

banks actually pay on their profits, has proved to be 

complicated in practice for various reasons. Primarily 

because all the banks presented their tax in different 

ways. Crédit Mutuel- CIC even created a category 

headed “other tax”.

But the real problem lies in 

the presentation of profits 

or losses before tax. This is 

needed to check whether tax 

corresponds to what ought to 

have been paid according to 

the applicable tax rate. Now, 

profits declared by banks do not correspond to taxable profits. 

The figures the banks supplied correspond to pre-tax profit 

that is likely to contain non-recurrent (or exceptional) items, 

as in the case of the €6.6 billion fine BNP Paribas paid to the 

US government for doing business in US dollars with countries 

under American embargo51. To analyse BNP Paribas’ data more 

accurately, this exceptional fine included in the bank’s profit 

and loss statement was not taken into consideration (see meth-

odology, appendix 1). Furthermore, since banks are publishing 

their country-by-country earnings and tax for the first time 

this year, it is possible that the results reflect compensation 

for losses from previous years 

or tax carried over to the fol-

lowing year, which can influ-

ence calculating the effective 

tax rate. For example, BNPP 

reported paying no current 

tax in Hong Kong in 2015 but 

earnings of €16 million appear in the deferred tax column due 

to compensation from the previous year. Results are therefore 

skewed. Only by monitoring how this evolves over the coming 

years will trends emerge more clearly.

AN EFFECTIvE TAx rATE IS HArD To CAlCUlATE

Profits declared  
by banks do not correspond  

to taxable profits
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O
ne of the elements country-by-country reporting 

provides is to reveal the amount of public subsidies 

banks receive. Without exception, none reported any 

subsidies from any country in which they operate.

So do French banks not receive any public subsi-

dies?  They do however receive benefits in the form of tax 

credits or a reduction in employer’s costs, which need to be 

included if we are to have a 

full picture of public support 

received. In France, both the 

Crédit d’impôt pour la Com-

pétitivité et l’Emploi (CICE) 

[competition and employ-

ment tax credit] and Crédit 

d’impôt recherche (CIR) [R&D tax credit] are prime examples 

of state aid that are not considered as subsidies, but which 

raise questions around how they are used.

In 2014, the top five French banking groups alone received 

hundreds of millions of euros in CICE: 

•  BPCE: 107 million52

•  BNPP: 39 million53

•  Société Générale: 38 million54 

•  Crédit Mutuel–CIC: 82 million55  

•  The information for Crédit Agricole could not be found56. 

There is however no mention of these credits under the “sub-

sidies” heading for reporting in France.

The lack of information regarding the end use of these tax 

exemptions granted to banks is equally problematic, because 

their effectiveness is far from proven57. Yet the banks seem 

to benefit from a great deal58, where the benefits contrib-

ute only slightly59 to achieving the original purpose of CICE, 

“financing improvements 

in competitiveness through 

improvements in investment, 

research, innovation, train-

ing, recruitment, researching 

new markets, ecological and 

energy transformation, and 

rebuilding working capital”60. There is no way of identifying 

how this money was used by companies61. Moreover, even if it 

were proven that the banks took advantage of the CICE’s ben-

efits, using it for ends other than its original purpose, it would 

not stop them receiving it the following year62. With regards to 

the Crédit d’Impôt Recherche (R&D tax credits), it is even less 

clear. None of the banks we contacted agreed to tell us how 

much CIR they received in 2014. Yet CIR remains one of the 

most generous tax credits in the world63. 

ToTAl BlACkoUT oN TAx CrEDITS

No mention of tax cuts  
in the category “subsidies” of banks’  

country-by-country reporting
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e
xamination of the information provided by the country-by-country reporting 
revealed many gaps in data, inconstancies in reporting and variations in data 
presentation that made analysis complicated and at times impossible. It appears 
that banking law allows for much room for interpretation and it does not require a 
specifi c, harmonised format. It is also the case that banks are sometimes reluctant 

with regards to transparency.

All the banks examined in this report were contacted with questions about different gaps 
noted in the reporting. Only three replied - Société Générale, BPCE and Crédit Mutuel-CIC 
– and their comments are incorporated in our analysis. BNP Paribas and Crédit Agricole 
however did not reply. 

Complicated format

Country-by-country reporting is hard to work with because it is published in pdf format. 
Manual data capture and refi ning (due to the different formats used by each banks) is 
lengthy, and a leads to potential mistakes. This makes data analysis much more diffi cult 
than if, as originally requested, it was all published on the internet in open format. This is 
all the more surprising considering that France signed the G8 Open Data Charter64 in 2013, 
which recommended that as much data as possible be published in standard formats that 
are freely available and usable on line. Furthermore, in 2016 it will take over the chairman-
ship of the Open Government Partnership (OGP), a multilateral initiative promoting the use 
of open formats for public data65. However France’s own record is poor, as testifi ed by the 

Indicator                   6
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scarcity of information on tax matters that can be accessed as open data. The amount of 
effort required to capture and refine the data in a processable format questions the initial 
purpose of public reporting. It was intended to allow everyone, the public, journalists and 
MPs, to understand more clearly what banks are doing in France and abroad.

Incomplete information and unexplained data

The most surprising gap is, unquestionably, the blanks left in country-by-country reporting 
regarding three of the five banks examined (Crédit Agricole, Société Générale and BPCE).

BPCE explained that according to the bank’s guidelines, a “gap” meant “0” when the amounts 
were less than a million euros. At first glance this is not clear, especially since BPCE, like 
other banks, uses “0” elsewhere.

The story is different for Société Générale. It said that if there is no data for 
some countries (Estonia, Hungary, Lithuania, Lebanon, Mauritius and the 
Ukraine), this is because the entities in those countries were consolidated 
into the group accounts under the equity method. The profits of certain 
subsidiaries are applied to a higher-level entity, rather than shown directly 
in the overall accounts.

Such explanations are not convincing. Why would a consolidation procedure 
exempt them from declaring the number of employees in a country? This 
raises doubts around the usability of such reporting. We should not have to 
contact banks directly to understand why they left gaps in their declarations, 
particularly while there is no explanation in their respective annual reports.

The banking law  
leaves much room  
for interpretation  

and does not require  
a specific, harmonised  
format, but banks are  

also sometimes reluctant  
with regards  

to transparency

SEE For ExAMPlE AN ExTrACT FroM BPCE’S CBCr
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Missing subsidiaries

As the PPFJ previously indicated in its 2014 report, one of the main limitations of country-by-
country reporting is the degree of interpretation permitted to banks in defining their scope of 
consolidation*66. Banks are in fact free to decide themselves which subsidiaries they include 
and those that are not sufficiently significant (in terms of turnover, profits etc)67. In other 

words, it is possible that many subsidiaries (including those in tax havens) 
appear neither in the scope of consolidation nor in country-by-country report-
ing because they fall below the threshold of significance decided by the banks; 
a threshold they declined to communicate to us.

A further complication is that some subsidiaries appear in the scope of con-
solidation but not in the list of subsidiaries required by the banking law’s 
country-by-country reporting, even though both lists should be identical. This 
is the case of Société Générale for example, with 18 subsidiaries missing, and 
Crédit Agricole with 281 missing.

There are also countries in which banks say they have one or more subsidiary, 
but which are missing from their country-by-country reporting. To quote just 

one example, BNP Paribas said it had a subsidiary in Bermuda (Cronos Holding Compagnie 
Ltd (Groupe)) but Bermuda does not appear in the list of territories in which BNPP has a 
presence. Similar anomalies were detected for all the banks.

In reply, some banks indicated that it related to reporting under the equity method (see 
above). In country-by-country reporting, only top-ranking entities appear. This explains the 
lower number of subsidiaries, but not how this criterion is used or justified.

The decisions  that banks can make regarding which subsidiaries are important enough to 
appear in the scope of consolidation or reporting, is the source of much confusion and makes 
comparisons difficult.

  

one of the main  
limitations of country- 
by country reporting  

is the degree  
of interpretation permitted  

to banks in defining  
their scope  

of consolidation
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T
his second round of country-by-country reporting by French 
banks has confirmed that free public information is indispen-
sable to understand banking activity, especially in tax havens. 
In fact the information released over the last two years does 
nothing to end any doubts about the reasons behind such 
intense use of offshore territories. The additional informa-
tion from 2015 provides a better grasp of some activities and 

territories in question, also demonstrating the disconnect between reported 
profits and banks’ actual business operations. Ultimately, the examination 
of this information confirms our initial assumption that behind the French 
banks’ presence in tax havens, there are systems potentially used for avoid-
ing tax and certain regulations.

Reporting will, however, need to improve in content and format, and it espe-
cially needs to be extended to multinationals in all sectors. Given the role 
banks play for their customers, we can easily imagine that they have also 
established themselves in tax havens to meet such demands, from multina-
tionals in particular.

This exercise in banks’ economic and fiscal transparency proved that report-
ing was feasible and useful, and shows that we urgently need to know more 
about the actual activities of all companies in tax havens. In order to tackle 
the scandal of tax evasion and re-establish fairness for small and medium-
sized enterprises, the importance of transparency must be recognised.

Making such data available, as well as our conclusions from them, should 
inform public decision making and expose the activities of companies so 
that they can no longer profit from loopholes in the international tax system 
to limit the amount of tax they pay.

There are two historical opportunities through which to extend this obliga-
tion at national and European level in 2016. In France, Michel Sapin’s bill 
on transparency in the economy is due to be debated in Parliament in April 
2016. In Europe, via the shareholders rights directive that is still under 
discussion, the European Union also has an opportunity to create the tools 
required for member states to reclaim the tax system without harming the 
competitiveness and attractiveness of European companies. By adopting 
such a measure, not only will EU members be strengthened but so too will 
all its partners.

Almost 10 years after the last financial crisis began and tax evasion scandals 
filled the front pages, we urgently need to adopt ambitious tax reforms if we 
ever want to put an end to the era of tax havens.

Thomas Piketty  
“The European Union  

should make compulsory  
for its multinationales  
to publish more clearly  

the profits made  
and the tax paid.”

Source: le Monde 11/9/2015

Pierre Moscovici  
European Commissioner for Economic  

and Financial Affairs, Taxation and Customs  

on country-by-country-reporting: 

“I can tell you that  
this will be achieved,  

because I think it simply 
follows the course  

of history. And one does  
not resist this trend”

Source: European Commission (2016),  
remarks from Commissioner Moscovici  

during the launch of the Anti Tax-Avoidance Package

conclusIon
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rEcommEndATIons
As a result of studying the figures published by French banks, we are making the follow-
ing recommendations on (1) the need to extend country-by-country reporting, (2) its use 
politically and legislatively and (3) the need to improve existing reporting. We would also 
reiterate the need to adopt complementary measures to (4) set an ambitious political agenda 
to combat tax avoidance.

TheSe meASureS Are ADDreSSeD TO The FrenCh AnD eurOPeAn AuThOrITIeS.

1.  ExTEND rEPorTING To All MUlTINATIoNAlS
Add obligatory public country-by-country 
reporting by all large French multination-
als to the law on transparency in business 
in France and actively support the proposal 
on public reporting passed by MEPs in 
the shareholders’ rights directive that is 
still being debated at EU level. Such pub-
lic reporting needs to contain the following 
information – list of subsidiaries, profits, 
turnover, tax paid, staff, subsidies, assets, 
sales and purchases.

2.   PolITICAl AND lEGISlATIvE USE  
oF BANk rEPorTING

French and European tax authorities, and French and European members of parliament 
need to learn the political and legislative lessons from the  demands for transparency 
that banks have been subjected to since 2015 and they should:

  Use this information to conduct an in-depth investigation into the worst cases and draft 
effective legislation to tackle such practices.

  Increase the penalties against individuals and legal entities when evidence of shell 
companies or tax evasion is found.

3. IMProvING ExISTING rEPorTING
By analysing the country-by-country data from the banking sector we encountered various 
difficulties. Consequently, we are putting forward recommendations regarding the reporting 
format, which is all the more crucial when discussing extending public country-by-country 
reporting to all sectors in the European Union. These recommendations are addressed to 
both France (to improve the existing reporting obligations for French banks) and the Euro-
pean Union, who should:

  Require publications to follow standard formats that are usable and available in open 
format online, as stated in the G8 Open Data Charter France signed in 201368. Define 
a standard list of activities for all banks.

  Publish the significance thresholds used to define banks’ scope of consolidation.

Add obligatory public  
country-by-country  
reporting by all large  
French multinationals  

to the law  
on transparency  

in business in France
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  Provide the full address of the subsidiary, at least indicating the ter-
ritory or region.

  Specify the taxable profits within the profits reported. Harmonise the 
format for publishing taxation on profits to show the total amount, pre-
vailing tax rate, tax carried forward, ignoring any type of tax other than 
that on profits.

  In the definition of “subsidies” for bank reporting, include all state aid 
received (such as loans, tax credits, gifts, exemptions).

  Expand reporting by providing more specific data on activities within 
territories and data that will quantify activities carried out on behalf of 
customers.

If French banks are willing to ensure full transparency of their activities, 
they should include these recommendations in their next reporting exercise 
for 2015.

4.  SETTING AN AMBITIoUS PolITICAl AGENDA  
To CoMBAT TAx EvASIoN

  Put an end to tax loopholes and other prejudicial tax structures like “patent boxes” (tax 
regimes favourable to intellectual property).

  Harmonise tax bases in Europe. Using a common consolidated corporate tax base, 
multinationals would no longer be in a position to select the country that offered them 
the best tax breaks. While the European Commission is due to issue a proposal regard-
ing this in the autumn69, it needs to be a priority if we are to put an end to tax evasion 
in the European Union.

  Publish tax rulings granted to multinationals that allow them to reduce their effective 
tax rate and simplify the taxation system of multinationals, thus making recourse to tax 
rulings unnecessary.

  Draw up a public register of the actual beneficiaries of companies and trusts as 
part of the adaptation of the fourth anti money-laundering directive in France.

If French banks  
are willing to ensure full 

transparency  
of their activities,  

they should include  
these recommendations  

in their next reporting  
exercise for 2015.
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mEThodoloGy
Scope of the study

This study was carried out on the five biggest French banking groups in terms of Net Banking Income70. 
The companies involved were BNP Paribas (BNPP), the Banque Populaire-Caisses d’Epargne group (BPCE), 
Société Générale (SG), the Crédit Agricole group (CA) and the Crédit Mutuel-CIC group (CM-CIC). They 
represent just over 85% of the entire French banking sector71.

Sources

The information used in the report was taken from the 2014 annual report each bank published in 201572. 
In accordance with the Fourth Capital Requirements Directive (CRD IV) of 26 June 201373 and the French 
banking law of 26 July 201374, financial institutions published information on their activities in countries 
where they have a presence. This measure, known as “public country-by-country reporting”, comprises of 
the following:

  The names of their establishments and the nature of their activities

  The net banking income

  Their staff, expressed as full time equivalent

  Profit or loss before tax

  Taxes paid

  Subsidies received 

This data has been assembled in Excel tables on the Plateforme Paradis Fiscaux et Judiciaires’ website to 
make them available to individuals, civil society, the media and MPs (see http://www.stopparadisfiscaux.
fr/que-font-les-etats/la-france/article/nouveau-rapport-en-quete-de).

Indicators used

From the compiled and aggregated data, several indicators were calculated, by groups of countries, by 
country and by bank, so that comparisons could be made:

  Profitability (indicator 2): corresponds to the profit / net banking income ratio. The closer this ratio is 
to 1, the more it suggests a high profit for a given banking activity. Comparisons can be made between 
ratios and provide multipliers that reflect the gaps between two groups of countries, between one 
country and a group of countries, between two banks etc. 

  Productivity per employee (indicator 3): corresponds to the ratio of profit to the number of employees 
(expressed as full time equivalent). This then provides the average profit made per employee. As with 
the profitability indicator, different levels of productivity were compared against each other, using 
multipliers. 

  Effective tax rate (indicator 5): corresponds to the ratio of reported profits to tax paid. It is therefore 
different to the statutory tax rate*, applied in countries. When a country displays a significant differ-
ence between the statutory tax rate and the effective tax rate, this can represent an existence of mecha-
nisms to reduce tax payments in that country. In addition to a statutory tax rate that is usually very 
low, this is a further characteristic of tax havens. The tax rulings* Luxembourg granted to multinationals 
that were the source of the Luxleaks scandal illustrate this. Calculating the effective tax rate has certain 
limitations, as explained in indicator 5.

AppEndIx 1
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The BNP Paribas fine

In June 2014 BNP Paribas was fined by the US Justice Department for permitting dollar transactions between 
2004 and 2012 with countries under American embargo (Cuba, Iran and Sudan)75. As part of this penalty, 
it had to pay the US authorities €6.55 billion and implement a “remediation plan” costing €250 million76. 
BNP Paribas had previously set aside €800 million charged to its 2013 balance sheet77. There was therefore 
an exceptional charge of €6 billion affecting BNP Paribas’ 2014 profit and loss account. Given the size of 
the amount, in order to work properly on the study, the bias created by such an extraordinary event had to 
be amended as follows. €2.855 billion of the fine was shouldered by the group’s Swiss entity and €3.145 
billion78 by the French entity. Profits before tax, once the fine is deducted, are -45 million instead of -€2.900 
billion in Switzerland and €1.849 billion instead of -€1.296 billion in France. In total BNP Paribas reported 
profits of €8.741 billion before tax - excluding exceptional items - instead of €2.741 billion.

It may be the case that other fines affected profits of the subsidiaries of banks in other countries. We did 
ask the banks that question but those that replied did not mention any. We therefore only corrected BNP 
Paribas’ figures, given that its size was out of the ordinary.

Comparisons between groups of countries

For the purposes of this study, the countries in which French banks were established were put into two 
groups – the tax havens (countries from the TJN list except the USA, the UK and Portugal) and the rest of 
the world including France. This distinction was used throughout the report when comparing banking in 
tax havens and other countries.

Contacts with the banks in this study

A request for further information was sent to the five banks included in this study. The questions related to 
the differences identified between reported subsidiaries in the scope of consolidation and those in country-
by-country reporting, missing information from country-by-country reporting, the materiality criteria the 
bank used, the existence of exceptional items that could distort the operational operating result, and the 
amount of CICE and CIR received. Société Générale, the BPCE group and Crédit Mutuel–CIC replied79 but 
BNP Paribas and Crédit Agricole ignored the request.
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TAx, rEGulATory And lEGAl hAvEns
Currently, there is no official, agreed definition of a tax haven. Countries, international institu-
tions and civil society organizations have produced lists of tax havens using different criteria 
and have not, as a result, been able to agree on a common list. In 2016 the OECD’s black list80 

no longer contained any “non-cooperating state or territory” and France only lists 681. As for 
the European Commission’s list, it contains 30 territories82 none of which are 
EU Member States.

The members of the Plateforme paradis fiscaux et judiciaires consider a tax 
haven to be any jurisdiction or territory that has intentionally adopted tax or 
legal regimes that allow non-resident individuals and legal entities to limit 
the tax they would have to pay where they are resident for tax purposes (indi-
viduals), or where they carry out a substantial economic activity (companies) 
and/or to avoid regulations applicable in other countries. Although the lack 
of transparency varies in these territories, tax, regulatory and legal havens 
all share one or more of the following criteria:

  They facilitate harmful tax practices and provide tax incentives to non-
resident individuals and legal entities without enquiring whether the 
taxed profits derive from actual economic activity in their territory.

  They offer effective tax rates that are very low or zero. 

  They have laws or administrative practices in place which prevent the 
exchange of tax information between governments. 

  They have adopted legislative, legal or administrative provisions that 
hide the structure of legal entities (such as trusts and foundations) and 
preserve the anonymity of the actual owners or beneficiaries of assets. 

Our study is based on the more exhaustive list of 60 territories produced 
by the Tax Justice Network in 200983. This includes the jurisdictions that 
have been identified at least twice as being tax havens in lists produced 
by organizations, academic research, and specialist authors between 1970 
and 2009. In PPFJ’s view, this list is still valid, as the complex tax evasion 
mechanisms set up by these countries demonstrate (see Appendix 3). 

The UK, the US and Portugal were purposely excluded from this list. 

These three countries appear in the TJN list because they harbour non-
transparent territories - Delaware for the US, the City of London for the UK 
and Madeira for Portugal. Country-by-country reporting is insufficiently 
detailed to identify which subsidiaries and activities are linked to these 
non-transparent territories and which are not. In order not to skew the con-
clusions of this report, these three countries were excluded from the group 
of tax havens. However this decision tends to understate our evaluation of 
the activity of banks in tax havens.

Anguilla

Antigua & Barbuda

Aruba

Austria

The Bahamas

Bahrein

Barbados

Belgium

Belize

Bermuda

Brunei

The Cayman Islands

The City

The Cook Islands

Costa rica

Cyprus

Delaware

Dominica

Gibraltar

Grenada

Guernsey

Hong kong

Hungary

Ireland

The Isle of Man

Israel

jersey

jordan

lebanon

liberia

liechtenstein

lithuania

luxembourg

Macao

Malaysia (labuan)

The Maldives

Malta

The Marshall Islands

Mauritius

Monaco

Montserrat

Nauru

The Netherlands

The Netherlands 
Antilles

Niue

Panama

The Philippines

Portugal (Madeira)

St Christopher and 
Nevis

St vincent and the 
Grenadines

St lucia

Samoa

San Marino 

The Seychelles

Singapore

Switzerland

The Turks  
and Caicos Islands

United Arab  
Emirates (Dubai)

Uruguay

vanuatu

The American virgin 
Islands 

The British virgin 
Islands

lIST oF THE TAx jUSTICE 
NETWork  

(2009)84
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AnAlysIs oF mEchAnIsms FAcIlITATInG TAx 
AvoIdAncE In ThE mAIn TAx hAvEns
The table below presents the main mechanisms facilitating tax avoidance in the first  
10 tax heavens in which banks declare the most profits. 

1. luxembourg A large number of tax rulings provided to multinationals (eg the Luxleaks85 scandal and 
the European Commission’s investigation into the tax rulings granted by Luxembourg to 
FIAT86).

Almost total tax exemption on intellectual property such as royalties paid for use of 
patents, trademarks, know-how etc87 (eg McDonald’s88).

Exemption on foreign dividends received by Luxembourg holding companies (SOPARFI) if 
they own a 10% stake in a subsidiary89.

2. Belgium “Notional interest deduction” is a tax incentive mechanism on venture capital90 that 
allows an entity based in Belgium to deduct fictional interest on its own funds from its 
taxable earnings91. 

Multiple exemptions in the taxation regime on interest, royalties and dividends through 
holding companies92. In particular, 95% exemption on dividends93 paid to a Belgian 
holding company by a subsidiary outside the EU94. 

80% tax deduction on earnings related to intellectual property (patents) reduces the 
effective tax rate from 34% to 6.8%95.

13.5% deduction on the value of R&D investments96. 

Numerous tax rulings granted to multinationals. Amongst the favourite Belgian tax 
rulings are the “excess profit rulings” permitting multinationals to deduct from their 
tax base income that would not have been earned without the international nature of 
the group, in other words if the company had only been established in Belgium97. The 
European Commission ruled that this was “illegal state aid” last January98.

Wide range of tax treaties, permitting low taxation on dividends paid into Belgium99. 

Despite recent improvements100, banking secrecy has not been totally abolished 
in Belgium. Belgian tax authorities have very limited access to their nationals’101 
information, which de facto hinders automatic exchange of information with third 
countries promoted by the G20 and the EU as a tool in combatting tax avoidance by 
individuals102. 

AppEndIx 3
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Numerous tax breaks are available under the tax regime for the very rich, particularly as 
regards inheritance and donations103.

There is no tax on capital gains on the sale of shares by individuals104. 

Special tax status for expatriates under which the person is considered fictitiously as a non-
resident as regards Belgian income tax, thus conferring advantages such as no taxation on 
personal income from abroad (interest, dividends etc)105. 

3. Hong kong 16.5% nominal tax rate but based on the territoriality of profits principle (and not the 
residence of the company). This means: 
• Profits are taxed if they derive from activity in Hong Kong106.  
•  Extraterritorial earnings received by a Hong Kong-based company are not taxed, this 

includes repatriated foreign earnings, dividends paid by subsidiaries and capital gains 
on operations outside Hong Kong107. 

No VAT on social security or national insurance payments108. 

Favourable regulatory regime – no capital injection requirement to set up a company, not 
even residence in Hong Kong. No rules for Controlled Foreign Companies109.

No exchange control, thus allowing unrestricted inflow and repatriation of capital110.

4. Singapore No withholding tax on dividends paid by companies registered in Singapore, for residents 
or non-residents111.

No taxation of repatriated earnings112.

No taxation of capital gains113.  

The ability of a loss-making entity to transfer its losses to a profit-making entity in the 
same group to reduce or cancel out the latter’s tax liability114.

400% tax rebate on expenses linked to intellectual property and research and 
development (up to SGD 400,000 (€262,000))115. 

Provision of numerous other tax incentives and deductions, particularly in the finance 
sector116 – banks, fund management, leasing etc 

The availability of a wide range of banking products and legal entities guaranteeing secrecy, 
including the “Private Trust Company “ used by the well-off to avoid tax117.
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5. Ireland  Nominal tax rate of 12.5%, one of the lowest in Europe118.

The “double Irish” arrangement which is valid till 2020119. (The ability of an Irish 
subsidiary to register its tax residence in another country and transfer its earnings there 
without being taxed120).

6.25% tax on income from intellectual property from 2016121. Research and development 
costs can also receive a 25% tax credit122.

Tax exemption on capital gains123. 

Wide range of exemptions on withholding tax on dividends124. 

No regulation of Controlled Foreign Companies (CFCs). This type of regulation is 
intended to cover earnings transfers between a company in one jurisdiction and an entity 
of the same group in a jurisdiction where taxation is more advantageous125.

No regulation to avoid thin-capitalization126 – in putting together their capital, some 
companies purposely favour debt over equity since the interest of loans,  paid to other 
entities in the group, is tax deductible127.  

Wide range of structured finance  such as special purpose vehicles (SPV)*permitting banks 
to indulge in highly lucrative but poorly supervised activities. Such structured finance is 
not taxed and benefits from flexible regulation, it can be supervised from abroad and the 
capitalization requirements can be reduced to a token €1 in the case of a limited company128.

5. The Netherlands Widespread use of tax rulings allowing large companies to negotiate their tax rate 
directly129 (condemned by the European commission in the case of Starbucks)130.

No taxation of interest or royalties plus numerous exceptions in the taxation regime on 
dividends131. 

Reduced tax rate of 5% on earnings from “innovative activities” and earnings connected 
to intellectual property, to which must be added a 60% deduction for R&D-related 
expenditure132. 

Tax exemption on investment funds133. 

Widespread network of tax treaties134 which can often result in “double non-taxation”. 
Earnings are not taxed in the country where they were made nor are they taxed (or only 
lightly taxed) in the country to which they have been repatriated using the mechanisms 
mentioned above. Tax treaties signed by the Netherlands are particularly harmful to the 
budgets of developing countries135.  

12,000 “letterbox” companies set up for purely tax and regulatory reasons – the 
companies controlling these letterbox companies claim to be established in the 
Netherlands but they carry out no actual business there136.  

Regulation that is particularly favourable137 to setting up Special Purposes Vehicles (SPVs)138, 
entities which facilitate securitization and risk-taking139. 
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7. Monaco Total absence of direct taxation – no income tax or wealth tax for individuals, no 
corporate tax140. There are three exceptions to the general rule:

French citizens with less than 5 years residence in Monaco141. 

Companies earning over 25% of their turnover outside Monaco are subject to the same 
taxation as in France (33.3%)142.

Companies whose business consists of receiving income from intellectual property143.

No taxation on dividends and capital gains or withholding tax for companies144. No land 
or housing tax145. 

Trusts are recognized by law146. 

Banking secrecy is guaranteed for individuals and companies with a Monaco bank account. 
Automatic exchange of information with the EU is due to start in 2018147.

8. jersey Nominal tax rate of 0% except for financial establishments – banks, trusts, investment 
funds – operating through a fixed establishment in Jersey for which the rate is 10%148.

Numerous, substantial tax exemptions – on capital gains and dividends paid149.

The ability to set up Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs) to facilitate securitization and 
structured finance under a favourable regulatory and tax regime150.

Total confidentiality guaranteed to beneficial owners of trusts – no requirement to report 
the beneficial owner to a statutory authority when creating the trust.

9. Austria Legal framework recognizing private foundations151, legal entities that are the equivalent 
of trusts in English-speaking countries. They are wealth management vehicles that are 
usually used the mask the identity of the beneficial owner and/or avoid tax.

Exemptions on inheritance tax152.

A subsidy of up to 50%153 on R&D via tax credits, direct subsidies, loans at preferential 
rates etc154.

Total exemption on dividends paid to holding companies155. 

Tax exemptions under certain conditions on dividends and capital gains156. 

Until 2015, banking secrecy was a constitutional principle. Austria was the last country to 
apply automatic exchange of tax information. It should come into effect in 2018 at the same 
time as Switzerland157. 
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10. The Cayman Islands No corporate tax, no tax on capital gains, dividends and royalties158.

Fifth favourite financial location in the world (95,000 companies, 11,279 investment 
funds and 210 banks are registered there159, even though the island only has 45,000 
inhabitants160).

No income tax161.

A legal regime favourable to structured finance, securitization162, especially through 
special purpose vehicles (SPVs) thus facilitating high-risk speculative financial 
operations outside the control of supervisory authorities.

Secrecy regarding the beneficial owner of a company, trust or non-declared bank account. 
Beneficial owners can hide behind intermediary companies163. 
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GlossAry

Asset: An economic asset is any tangible or intangi-
ble item that has economic value held by an individual 
or company. An asset has a “real” value, from which its 
owner can expect future economic advantage. 

Asset management: Also known as portfolio 
management. This consists of managing capital or funds 
supplied by investors to produce profits and record the 
value-added over a longer or shorter period by investing in 
financial markets.

base erosion and profit shifting: The term 
is used to describe transferring taxable profits from the 
country in which they were generated to a country offer-
ing advantageous or zero taxation, which has made no 
contribution to creating economic value. Such profit 
shifting erodes the tax base of the country in which the 
activity was carried out and consequently, reduces its tax 
income (see also transfer pricing).

capital ratio, own funds ratio: A capital ratio 
is a threshold below which a bank risks insolvency. This 
ratio is calculated by comparing a bank’s liabilities (the 
amount it has loaned on a credit for example) to its own 
funds (the capital provided by shareholders and the 
bank’s earnings). The own funds requirements specified 
in the Basel III agreement, and incorporated in the EU 
under the CRD IV directive are intended to protect finan-
cial institutions from the danger of defaulting on their 
creditors.

corporate and investment banks: In France 
they represent a category of banks operating in financial 
markets and mainly serving major investors and compa-
nies. Their activities focus on financing their customers 
and their operations (corporate banking), issuing shares 
and bonds on the primary market, buying and selling 
financial instruments (shares, bonds, derivatives etc) on 
the secondary market and consultancy for mergers and 
acquisitions. 

Effective tax rate, implicit tax rate: The effec-
tive or implicit tax rate is the rate companies actually pay. 
This may be below the nominal rate due to tax rulings 
(see below) but also due to deductions for tax paid abroad. 
In 2011, a note from the Direction Générale du Trésor164 
[directorate general of the treasury] estimated that on 
average, large companies in France paid the equivalent 

of 18.6% of their profits in tax. In other words, vastly less 
than the nominal rate of 34.4%165. According to a report 
by the Conseil des Prélèvements Obligatoires166 [council 
for statutory contributions] the rate was 13% for financial 
institutions between 2002 and 2009.

Employee: The term employee in this report means 
staff, expressed in full time equivalent.

hedge fund: Hedge funds are investment funds that 
specialise in speculation. They exploit leverage. This 
involves the ability to use an amount of capital several 
times more than the fund’s own resources to create invest-
ments that are highly profitable but extremely risky and 
destabilising for the markets in which they operate. They 
are generally open to big investors, institutional investors 
or those with huge fortunes.

holding company: These are companies whose only 
purpose is to hold the shares of other companies. Holding 
companies don’t produce anything themselves, but “har-
vest” the production revenues produced by subsidiaries or 
shareholdings. 

leverage: Leverage is employed when using debt to 
increase the investment capacity of a financial or other 
company and the impact this investment has on its own 
invested capital.

luxleaks: The Luxleaks (or Luxembourg Leaks) scandal 
broke in November 2014 when the International Consor-
tium of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ) published hundreds 
of tax rulings granted to multinationals by Luxembourg, 
permitting them to reduce significantly the tax they paid. 
The information was disclosed by Antoine Deltour, an ex-
employee of PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC), who were 
the auditors that helped the multinationals obtain these 
rulings. The Luxleaks tax rulings revealed how hundreds 
of multinationals used Luxembourg’s tax system to reduce 
their tax, sometimes down to less than 1%.

net banking income: net banking income refers to 
the added value created by banking. It corresponds to the 
difference between a bank’s operating income (interest 
and commission) and expenses (interest and commission) 
before interest on bad debts, but includes allocations for 
and reversal of provisions for depreciation in securities.

AppEndIx
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offshore territory, offshore jurisdiction: 
These jurisdictions are famous for their low taxation. 
They specialise in providing professional and commercial 
services to non-resident individuals and companies and 
investment in offshore funds. Often they are linked to a 
certain lack of transparency. The term “offshore” can be 
used as a synonym for tax haven or secrecy jurisdiction.

profit shifting: See “Base erosion and profit shifting”.

public country by country reporting: Public 
country by country reporting is a measure requiring mul-
tinationals to provide information on their economic activ-
ity and the tax they pay. In the case of European banks, 
the following information is required:

a) The names of their establishments and the nature of 
their activities;

b) Their turnover;

c) Their total employment (Full time equivalent)Their staff 
expressed as full time equivalent;

d) Their profit or loss before tax;

e) The amount of tax due on their establishments’ 
earnings;

f) Public subsidies received.

retail bank: Retail banks offer investment solutions, 
provide credit and sell their services to individuals, organ-
izations, and small and medium-sized enterprises.

scope of consolidation: The scope of consolida-
tion corresponds to those entities that contribute to the 
consolidated balance sheet of the company. The compre-
hensive income is derived from the consolidated profits of 
each of these entities. The scope of consolidation should 
include the companies that the parent company owns 
outright or in partnership (by holding at least half of the 
shares) or in which it has a sizeable stake (presumed to 
be at least a fifth of the shares). Nevertheless, the Inter-
national Financial Reporting Standard allows for excep-
tions. Banks may, for example, decide that below a certain 
threshold (balance sheet, turnover or staff), certain subsid-
iaries are “not significant” and therefore not consolidated, 
meaning that they do not appear in the reporting. For 
example BNP Paribas raised its consolidation thresholds 
in 2011167. This explains why BNPP went from 1409 enti-
ties (360 of which were in tax havens) in 2011 to 870 (214 
of which were in tax havens) in 2012. 

securitisation: Securitisation is a financial tech-
nique developed by financial engineering. It consists of 
transforming assets into tradable securities that are then 
sold to investors. The special value of securitisation is 
that it transforms credits, usually medium or long term 
credits into market products, with the market providing 
the cash flow for these products. Securitization improves 
the appearance of balance sheets and transfers the debt 
holder’s risk to the financial markets.

special purpose vehicle: Special purpose vehicles 
are entities which are usually established in offshore ter-
ritories to carry out securitisation activities, highly lever-
aged, risky investments or project financing.

statutory tax rate, nominal tax rate: The stat-
utory or nominal tax rate is the rate set by tax authorities

structured finance, structured products: 
These are financial products and activities that are struc-
tured in a complex manner by banks (or other economic 
institutions) to provide finance, while limiting exposure to 
risk and the tax base. A structured product is a combina-
tion of several financial products (shares, bonds and/or 
derivatives such as options, futures or swaps) which, once 
assembled, offer a profitability profile adapted to certain 
needs of investors. The value of a structured product 
depends directly on that of a reference variable (known 
as underlying) that may be an asset, a market indicator, 
a basket of shares, an investment strategy or any other 
variable. Customers using these products are engaging 
in an investment strategy that couples high risk linked 
to the possibility of equally high financial profitability. In 
general, financial speculation is the main motive for this 
strategy, although these products can be used to cover a 
market risk.
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subsidiary: The generic term, “subsidiary”, (the 
equivalent of the term “establishment” used in legislation) 
is used in this report to describe entities included in the 
scope of consolidation that banks are required to disclose, 
in addition to information more strictly related to country-
by-country reporting. Where the lists of subsidiaries in the 
scope of consolidation* and country-by-country reporting 
do not match, we have used the former to count entities in 
each territory. In addition, we took account of subsidiaries 
that were included or excluded from the scope of consoli-
dation in 2014 and were therefore active during the year 
being examined.

swissleaks: The Swissleaks scandal broke in 2015 
when the International Consortium of Investigative Jour-
nalists (ICIJ) leaked 60,000 files containing the identity 
of over 100,000 HSBC customers in Switzerland. The 
information was obtained from Hervé Falciani, a former 
IT specialist employed by the bank. This data showed, 
inter alia, how HSBC helped customers to create secret 
bank accounts in which to hide their money and cheat tax 
authorities across the world; also helping  those involved 
in arms smuggling, blood diamonds or corruption to hide 
their illegally acquired  assets.

Tax avoidance: This is the practice whereby, to the 
detriment of the country where the wealth was generated, 
an individual or company purposely transfers profits and 
assets to territories with low or zero taxation to avoid pay-
ing tax. Tax avoidance is only just legal (unlike tax eva-
sion) and is a “grey area” created by the degree of inter-
pretation permitted by legislation, the differences between 
each country’s tax regimes and, therefore, the absence of 
international tax harmonisation.

Tax evasion: This is an activity that allows an indi-
vidual or company to illegally hide earnings and/or assets 
from taxation in order to pay very little (or none at all). 
Unlike tax avoidance that exploits international tax loop-
holes, tax evasion is illegal and is subject to criminal 
prosecution.

Tax, regulatory and legal havens: They are the 
black holes of international finance; typically they offer 
a high degree of privacy, mainly due to banking secrecy 
or the opportunity to create intermediary companies that 
let owners remain anonymous. They also offer low or zero 
taxation to non-residents and generally do not cooperate 
with foreign tax authorities or judiciaries. Tax havens are 
commonly differentiated by specialism (low tax regime, 

courts that turns a blind eye and non-application of rules 
of financial prudence). Nicholas Shaxson, of the Tax Jus-
tice Network, defined a tax haven as a “place that attracts 
economic activity by offering individuals or entities a politi-
cally stable framework that allows them to get round the 
rules, laws and regulations applied in other countries”168.

The organizations in the Plate-forme paradis fiscaux et 
judiciaires consider tax havens to be jurisdictions or terri-
tories which have in common one or more of the following 
criteria: 

•  They facilitate harmful tax practices and provide tax 
incentives to non-resident individuals and legal entities 
without enquiring whether the taxed earnings derive 
from actual economic activity in their territory.

•  They offer effective tax rates that are very low or zero.

Their legislation or administrative practices hinder the 
exchange of tax information between governments.

•  They have adopted legislative, legal or administra-
tive provisions that hide the structure of legal entities 
(including trusts, foundations etc) and preserve the ano-
nymity of the real owners or beneficiaries of assets. 

•  The OECD and the French government use the expres-
sion “non-cooperative countries and territories” because 
they are only basing themselves on rules covering 
exchange of tax information.

Tax ruling: A tax ruling is a written interpretation of 
the law issued by a tax authority to a taxpayer. These rul-
ings are, potentially, legally binding. Rulings are regularly 
used by companies, as taxpayers, and many of them cause 
no concern. However some tax rulings have attracted 
attention and increasing criticism, as shown in the Lux-
leaks scandal: those known as Advance Pricing Agree-
ments (APA). APAs are used by multinationals to validate 
their transfer pricing mechanisms, thus providing legal 
endorsement of their tax avoidance. Documents leaked in 
the Luxleaks scandal were APAs.

Transfer pricing: Pricing conditions for transactions 
between subsidiaries of the same group. Such intra-group 
trading is governed by the OECD’s “arm’s length” princi-
ple requiring companies to apply the same conditions as if 
trading with third companies. These intra-group transac-
tions are often used to avoid taxes.
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Transparency: Transparency of companies, especially 
regarding tax, gives other interested parties (the public, 
civil society organizations, journalists, MPs and investors) 
access to data of public interest. This is in order to have a 
clear view of the company’s contribution and the different 
risks to which it is exposed. 

Turnover: The term “turnover” is used in this report 
as a simplification for net banking income, which is 
the equivalent of the turnover for the banking sector. It 
equates to the added value created by its activity. Turno-
ver represents the amount of business (before tax) carried 
out by the company in its ordinary day-to-day operations. 
It equates to the total sales of goods, manufactured prod-
ucts, services and earnings from related activities. The 
turnover indicates the volume of business generated by 
the company and gives an idea of its size.
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FrEnch bAnks’ FAvourITE  
TAx hAvEns (2014)

TAblE oF mosT producTIvE  
EmployEEs  (2014)*

AppEndIx 5

AppEndIx 6
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33
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27
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ToTAl rEPorTED ProFITS (€ MIllIoN)

ProDUCTIvITy PEr 
EMPloyEE oUTSIDE 

TAx HAvENS 
ProDUCTIvITy PEr 

EMPloyEE

ProDUCTIvITy 
PEr EMPloyEE IN 

FrANCE

€ 57,000 x 31,3
BPCE

Ireland
€ 1,778,000

x 36 € 49,000

€ 35,000 x 24,4
BNP  

Ireland
€ 845,000

x 62,2 € 14,000

€ 28,000 x 21,2
Crédit Agricole

Ireland
€ 596,000

x 147,3 € 4,000

€ 23,000 x 19,9
Société Générale

luxembourg
€ 463,00

x 66,2 € 7,000

€ 57,000 x 7,4
BPCE

luxembourg
€ 423,000

x 8,6 € 49,000

€ 23,000 x 12,6
Société Générale

Singapore
€ 293,000 

x 41,9 € 7,000

* For the sake of greater clarity, figures have been rounded up.
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